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В работе исследованы Р-нечетные эффекты, обусловленные
нейтральными слабыми токами, в процессе упругого электрон-дей-
тронного рассеяния в рамках вектороподобных теорий.Вычислены
сечения рассеяния как неполяризованных.так и продольнополя-
ризованных электронов на дейтронах, обладающих как векторной,
так и тензорной поляризациями .Мы рассмотрели общий случай
нарушения Р-инвариантности в амплитуде электрон-дейтронного
рассеяния:Р-ннвариантность нарушена как в лептонной.так и в
адронной вершинах.Вектороподобная теория есть частный случай,
когда Р-инвариантность нарушена только в адронной вершине.
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In the paper the P-odd effects caused by neutral weak

currents in the elastic electron-deuteron scattering have been

investigated in the framework of vectorlike theories .Cross sec-

tions for scattering of both nonpolarised and longitudinally

polarised electrons by the deuterons which have both vector

and tensor polarisations have been calculated .We considered the

general case of the P-invariance violation in the elastic elec-

tron-deuteron scattering amplitude:the P-invariance is violated

both in the lepton and in the hadron vertices.The vectorlike

theory is a particular case when the P-invariance is violated

only in the hadron vertex.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

At present the effects of the neutral weak current ma-

nifestation have been investigated experimentally only in neu-

trino-induced reactionssin deep inelastic neutrino-nucleon

scattering reactions [1,2] ,in elastic neutrino-nucleon\3l and

neutrino-electron[4,5] scattering reactions,The obtained expe-

rimental data indicate the essential parity violation in neufc-

rino-hadron weak interaction processes caused by neutral weak

currents [б] .Рог some time these experimental data could jus-

tify the assumption that neutral weak currents are a certain

combination of the vector and axial parts.The recent data for

the neutral weak current behaviour which have been derived

when investigating the neutrino interaction processes are on

the whole in agreement with the predictions of the Weinberg-

Salam model [7,8] .The resulting consequence of the weak and

electromagnetic interaction unified theories is the existence

of weak interactions by means of neutral weak currents in the

lepton-hadron reactions.The manifestation of this interaction

has been discovered when investigating the P-odd effects in

atomic transitions [9,1 o] and also when investigating the P-odd

asymmetry in the scattering of the longitudinally polarized

electrons by nonpolarized deuterons and nucleons [ii] .It was

found that these data was very sensitive to the versions of

gauge theories of weak and electromagnetic interactions espe-

cially to the so called vectorlike theories [i 2,1 з! .These ex-

periments exclude those versions of theory in which the elec-

tron neutral weak current is vector.However,the theories in

which one of the quarks has the vector neutral weak current

(the so called hybrid theories)are nevertheless not ruled out

by this experiment.



The P-odd effects caused by the interference of electro-

magnetic and weak mechanisms are studied for a number of pro-

cesses such as elastic and inelastic electron-nucleon scatte-

ring £14-17] »the bremsstrahlung processes and lepton pair pho-

toproduction [18,19] tpion electroproduction from nucleons [20l

|21] „elastic and inelastic electron-deuteron scattering [22, 23] •

In this paper in the framework of the vectorlike models

we investigate the P-odd effects (caused by neutral weak cur-

rents)in the elastic electron-deuteron scattering,The impor-

tance of studying elastic neutrino scattering by zero isospin

nuclear targets (e.g.by the deuteron)in order to determine the

neutral weak current isotopic structure of hadrons has been

pointed out in paper [24] .The electron-deuteron scattering can

be regarded in principle as a source of additional information

not only on the hadron neutral weak current isotopic structure

but also on its space-time structure.

In papers (22,23) the electron-deuteron scattering was in-

vestigated using the Weinberg-Salam model where the deuteron

neutral weak current is the pure vector current,whereas in the

vectorlike theories it is the combination of the vector and

axial currents.As a result of this the additional formfactors

appear and the analysis of the polarization effects in the

scattering becomes more complicated.

The cross sections for scattering of both nonpolarized

and longitudinally polarized electrons by the deuterons having

both vector and tensor polarizations have been calculated.We

considered the general case of the P-invariance violation in

the elastic electron-deuteron scattering amplitude:the P-inva-

riance is violated both in the lepton and in the hadron verti-

ces.The vectorlike theory is a particular case «hen the P-in-

variance is violated only in the hadron vertex.

T H E M A T R I X E L E M E N T .

The matrix element of the elastic electron-deuteron

scattering taking into account the contribution of the weak

interaction may be presented as
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)is the 4-momentum of the initiaKfinal)electron;

qskj-k^mj is the E boson mass;e is the electron charge; 2C ,

<2р » Qeu are some coupling constants which depend on the cho-

ice of a particular model of electromagnetic and weak interac-

tions;^ and JM are the deuteron electromagnetic and neut-

ral weak currents,accordingly.In the vectorlike theories the

lepton neutral weak current is the pure vector current,i.e.

the coupling constant Q^ =0.However,for generality we do not

assume it to be zero.

The expression for the hadron neutral weak current in the

vectorlike theories has the following structure [13]
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where Ум and пи are the third components of the vector and _

the axial parts of the isotopic weak current,respectively,^

is the isoscalar current.Bearing in mind that the deuteron

isotopic spin is equal to zero,from formula (2) for the deu-

teron neutral weak current one can obtain (using also thehypo-

thesis of the vector weak current conservation)
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where с is the constant depending on the model, A* is the axi-

al part of the deuteron ieoscalar weak current.

For the deuteron electromagnetic current we have [25,26}

where e
f
,e

a
 are the deuteron polarization 4-vectors in the ini-

tial and final states,respectively,!! is the deuteron mass, £"-

PBP|+ Р
г
 iPf (Pa)ls *ne deuteron 4-momentum in the initi-



al(final;state.In the case of the C-(or T-) invariance in the

hadron electromagnetic interaction we have F
4
 ( q

2
) =0 [27,28] .

The deuteron axial vector current may be chosen in the

following form[29,30]

j

Due to the hermiticity of the current the formfactors P^Cq
2
)

and Ĝ  (q
2
) are real.

The deuteron electromagnetic formfactors F^(q
2
),i=1, 2,3

determine the deuteron static electromagnetic characteristics
at q2=0!

 /v/tfH, k(a)-By-<, Ш-J*,
where JH is the deuteron magnetic moment (in units of e/2M),

Q is the deuteron electric quadrupole moment (in units of e^J

The formfactors G^(q
2
)=0 in the case of the C-and T-invarianee

conservation.The formfactors Gj(q
s
) are nonzero if there are

violations of P- and T-invariance (G,^O,G£?fO) or P- and C-in-

variance (Gj5sO,G+^O) .At q
2=0 the CP-invariant formfactor

determines the value of the so called deuteron anapole moment

Note that the vectorlike model under consideration is

characterized by the GP-invariance.However,as it is shown in

[32],the gauge theories may be generalized involving a spon-

taneous breakdown of the T-invariance.In the framework of su-

ch theories the T-odd deuteron formfactors may appear;they

are taken into account here phenomenologically.

T H E E L E C T R O N-N O N P O L A R I Z S D

D E U T E R O N S C A T T E R I N G .

The differential cross section of the elastic €cL -scat

tering is related to the matrix element as



where S< (4) is the energy of the initial (final) electron in

the laboratory system.

In the case of nonpolarized electrons the squared matrix

element may be written in the form (we neglect the electron

Cem)
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h e
 attainable at present q* -values

<£<•! r*e shall neglect the contributions proportional ^

If the deuteron in the initial state has no polarization

(hereafter we consider the case when in the final state the

deuteron polarization is not measured) then the Wt,v /

tensors have the following general structure

The differential cross section of the nonpolarized elec-

tron scattering by nonpolarized deuterons is determined by

the formula

%{(<***№&)**&*№ (9)
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п в
 electron scattering angle

in the laboratory system.

Now we shall write the expressions for the structure fun-

ctions W^(q
2
)
 t
4[ (q

a
) in terms of the deuteron electromagnetic

formf actors:
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Note that in the vectorlike theory (/le.=O)the deuteron

axial vector formfactors dc not contribute to the differenti-

al cross section for scattering of nonpolarized electrons by

nonpolarized deuterons.The differential cross section in this

case differs from that calculated in the Weinberg-Salam model

only by the factor.

In the case of the longitudinally polarized electron scat-

tering the square of the matrix element modulus may be written

where (ЩК ^[jT\(^)L^^U^]^

A =t1 depending on the mutual orientation of the electron spin

and momentum.

Using formulae (9) and (10) one can obtain the following

expression for the F-odd asymmetry in the case of scattering

of longitudinally polarized electrons by nonpolarized deuteron

щШ
ч
.

where ctJZc^**^
 i a t n e

 differential cross section for scatte

ring of longitudinally polarized electrons with the helicity

A «ti.Hote that in the vectorlike theory (unlike the Wein-

berg-Salam model)this asymmetry depends on the deuteron elec

tromagnetic and weak formfactors.In the Weinberg-Salam model

the asymmetry is equal to 2G&.



T H E E L E C T R O N - P O L A R I Z E D

D E U T E R O N S C A T T E R I N G

( T H E V E C T O R P O L A R I Z A T I O N )

Now we shall consider the polarization effects in elec-

tron-deuteron scattering which are caused by the vector pola

rization of the initial deuteron.The part of the tensor

caused by the vector polarization may be presented as

where ^v is tie 4- vector of the deuteron spin .All the deuteron

structure functions in (11) are real and ̂ f*)*^if there exists

T-inveriance of the hadron electromagnetic interactions.

The structure functions Slffi) may be written in terms of

the deuteron electromagnetic formfactors as

The part of the tensor Wp
v
 caused by the vector polari-

zation of the initial deuteron has the form[29]

"Л &*/*)& foft + ~м* bftXP/f bpr +fi for)** faPr + (12)
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where^a5>'" q^^fi and^'-P eO.The structure funotione A^(q^)
and B^(qa) are complex in this case because the tensor Wfv is
neither hermitian nor antiheroitian one (as it follows from
its definition).

The structure functions A^Cq2) and B^(qs) may be writ-
ten in terms of the deuteron electromagnetic and weak formfac-
tors as
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Note that the structure functions B^tq2),where i=5,6,7,8,9 are

proportional to the axial vector fonnfactor (CP-invariant)<^£)

which determines the nonconsexving part of the deuteron axial

vector weak current.The imaginary parts of the structure fun-

ctions Bi(qa),i=1,2,3,5,7,8 and the real parts of the structu-

re functions BL(q2),i=4,6,9 are proportional to the deuteron

formfactors which violate T-invariance.

The comparison between (7),(8) and (12) shows that in

the case of scattering of nonpolarized electrons by deuterons

with a vector polarization,the P-odd asymmetry of the electron

angular distribution wakes place,it is proportional to the

structure functions SfA(q
2) and ReBf,2,b(q2)(note that in the

vectorlike theory the structure functions S<ta(q ) do not con-

tribute to the P-odd asymmetry).As it should be expected the

P-odd asymmetry is caused by the components of the deuteron

spin vector s in the reaction plane (longitudinal polarization)!

From these formulae it follows also that in the case

of scattering of nonpolarized electrons by deuterons with a

vector polarization,the T-odd asymmetry arises[ЗЗ],which is
p

proportional to the S
3
(q ) structure function.This asymmetry

is due to the component of the deuteron vector spin "s which is

parallel to the perpendicular to the reaction plane (the tran-

sverse polarization) .The possible P-invariance violation in

the lepton vertex in no way tells on the T-odd asymmetry.

The differential cross section for scattering of non-

polarized electrons by vector polarized deuterons for the саве



when in the lepton vertex the P-invariance violation and in

the hadron vertex the T- and F-invariance violations take pla

ce,may be written as:

cfJ2
e
 ctJb

L0)
 + ctJU

гм

where в is the deuteron spin vector, fl± is the unit vector along

the perpendicular to the reaction plane.

The scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons

by deuterons with a vector polarization leads only to P-even

correlations depending on X and s.Stricly speaking this state-

ment is valid only.for the case when T-invariance violation ef-

fects in the hadron vertex are not considered.If possible T-

invariance violation is taken into account the scattering of

longitudinally polarized electrons by deuterons with a vector

polarization leads to the P-odd asymmetry proportional to the

deuteron formfactors which are violating the T-invariance.

10



Thus in the scattering of longitudinally polarized elec-

trons by transversely polarized dsuterDns it is of interest to

measure the following asymmetry

i
B
 the differen-

tial cross section for scattering of electrons with } helici-

ty by deuterons with s
A
 transverse polarization .Note that this

asymmetry calculated in the Weinberg-Salam model does not de-

pend on the deuteron formfactors violating the T-invariance

and it is equal to 2C/W.In the Weinberg-Salam model the asym-

metry A( s.i) coincides with the asyimnetry A exactly .In the vec-

tor like theory these asymmetries are different,

T H E E L E C T R O N - P O L A R I Z E D

D E U T E R O N S C A T T E R I N G

( T H E T E N S O R P O L A R I Z A T I O N ) .

Now we shall investigate the polarisation effects in

elastic electron-deuteron scattering which are caused by the

tensor polarization of the initial deuteron.We shall use the

following general expression for the deuteron density matrix

[34,35]

The quadrupole polarization tensor of the deuteron S+л satis-

fies the following conditions:

If the hadron electromagnetic interaction conserves the

II



part tyr the part of the tensor Wjw caused by the quadrupole
(tensor) polarization may be presented as

( 1 6 >

The dependence of the structure functions Ht(q
a) on the deute-

ron electromagnetic forofactors has been calculated in[23j .One
can see that the structure function H5(q

x) is caused by the
T-invariance violation in the hadron vertex.

The part of the tensor VV̂ y caused by the quadru-
pole polarization of the initial deuteron may be presented in
the form

12



Cty dt)* L

In the derivation of the general structure of the tensor
odd) we use the following identities

The etmeture functions Ci(qa) and D^Cq ) nay be written
in terns of the deuteron weak and eleetronagnetic fomfactore

13



(18)

Hote that the imaginary parts of the structxure functions Ъ

and the real parts of ty^e^g
2
") are proportional to the deute-

ron fornfactors violating the T-invariance.

The covariant tensor Soog may be connected with the

standard tensor Qy describing the deuteron quadrupole polari-

sation in the deuteron rest system (laboratory system) as

The basic vectors С* posess the properties of completeness

and orthonormality and they may be expressed in terms of the

4-momenta describing the process of the elastic e" d-scattering.

The expressions for the vectors£* are given in£22,23j.
Using (19) the expression for the tensor W « ^ '

may be transformed to the form

14
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(20)

where ksk,* ka./^^^M^^Ai^Ai^.^The connection between the
quantities T; and the tensor components Qty has been obtained

i n &%• Q)
Since the tensor ^ v ^ V / ^ ^ y d o e e n o t

to the cross section we shall write only Vtjw,(s*acctc{) in t er -
ms of the standard tensor Q<v .Using formula (19) we get

ft, fy) foj

2 1

15



The expressions describing the connection between the quanti-

ties Rd and the components Q//
 a
re given in Appendix.

The differential cross section for scattering of

nonpolarized electrons by deuterons with a tensor polarization

for the case when in the lepton vertex the P-invariance viola-

tion and in the hadron vertex the P- and T-invariance violati-

ons take place is determined by the following formula (we neg-

lect the electron mass)

, Of)]

(22)

Note that the cross section (22) in the vectorlike theory С̂ д=

=0) differs from that calculated in the Weinberg-Salam model

by the presence of additional terms containing ReR^Cq*) which

are determined by the T-violating deuteron formf actors .Thus in

the vectorlike theory (also as in the Weinberg-Salam model)

the P-odd correlations,which appear in the scattering of non-

polarized electrons by deuterons with a tensor polarization,

are at the same time T-odd.

In conclusion let us formulate the main differences

between the polarization effects in the elastic electron-deu-

teron scattering as treated in the vectorlike theories and in

the Weinberg-Salam model.In the vectorlike theory the P-odd

amplitude of the elastic ed-scattering has the P-invariance

violation in the hadron vertex,whereas in the Weinberg-Salam

model it is in the lepton vertex.As a consequence it turns out

16



that in the vectorlike theory the asymmetry in the scattering
of longitudinally polarized electrons by nonpolarized deuteron
depends on the hadron electromagnetic and weak formfactors (in
the Weinberg-Salam model this asymmetry does not depend on the
deuteron structure)thus reminding the situation in the elastic
el-scattering.In the Weinberg-Salam model the asymmetry A(sx)
does not depend on the T-invariance violating deuteron form-
factors while in the vectorlike theory such dependence does
appear.

The author expresses his gratitude to M.P.Rekalo for
useful discussions and encouragement and to A.P.Rekalo for hie
interest to this work.



A P P E N D I X

The quantities AV/#/ Щ) are connectel with the stan-

dard tensor components Q<y describing the quadrupole polariza-

tion of the deuteron in its rest system (laboratory system) in

the following way

18
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t of/ ?Q« <• гО+*дс*1 f

^

where 3d- ~pf tL*t,B. a)
Since the tensor ^i/ [^р^с/) i

S
 the odd function rela-

tive to the space reflection,the quantities Й.1(^,0.п) (where

i=1,2, ...,10)агз determined by the components Q/г »Q
2
5»

a n d tiie

quantities fa&ity') (where 1=11,12, ...1б)Ъу the components
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